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Hello and Welcome!

I couldn’t be more excited to help you discover the Five 
Phases of Scale & Leverage using Enrollment Events. 

In this guide, I will guide you to discover what Level of 
Business your business is at, and what Phase of Event 
Leverage you should be considering.  

Inside this guide you will find:
1. Levels of Business
2. Phases of Event Leverage
3. Descriptions of the Various Event Types, and What 

to Typically Expect
4. An Easy Flow Chart to Determine Your Next Steps

Great minds d iscuss ideas; average minds 
d iscuss events; small minds d iscuss people.

 - Eleanor Roosevelt

Welcome
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Enrollment Events – Hosting Sales/Enrollment events are the BEST way to attract 
new clients and support them with their next best step in their life or business. These 
are typically 1-3 days long. During the event, the host will make an offer to continue 
working together in the next 6- months or year-long program. As an event host, you 
are leveraging your time, speaking one to many, and offering a solution to the 
problem the audience has identified during the event.

Retreats – These are smaller, more intimate groups. They can be in a destination 
location, have more luxurious "excursions" included such as a private chef, held in 
an exclusive mansion, or include spa treatments in addition to coaching and training. 
These events tend to be more of a "workshop" where you walk away completing 
something during the retreat especially if it is more business-focused.

Summit - The objective of hosting a summit is to grow your list, launch your 
platform, and make more money (even if you are just getting started).

Typically, a One-Day Summit is a pre-recorded online event packaged around 
solving a particular problem by bringing in experts and providing free information 
for a limited time to those needing the problem solved in exchange for their 
contact information.  The main purpose of a One-Day Summit is to highlight a 
pain point or problem of your ideal client and solve that problem in a short period 
of time while building a relationship with potential clients.

Masterclass or Webinar - These are more lead generating types of events and 
tend to be free to attend. You as the Event host and expert are creating an 
immersive online experience. This experience tends to "sell to the next step" 
which would be a ticket to join your Enrollment event, Retreat or “Get Things 
Done” workshop which is a paid event to attend. These events tend to be 60 
min-2 hrs long and are introducing the concepts you will go deeper on in the next 
event.

Event Types
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YES

NO

WHAT IS THE BEST EVENT
TO MAKE THE MOST MONEY, 
THE FASTEST?
Start by thinking about the offer you would make during your 
event.  Now answer these questions:

YES

NO Refer to Level  1

Do you have or have you 
had more than 10 clients 

successfully complete 
your program?

NO

YES

Refer to Level 2

Are you making less 
than $5K per month

Are you are making more 
than $10K per month 

consistently?

Refer to Phase 2

Refer to Phase 1

Refer to Phase 3Refer to Level 2

Refer to Level 3 Refer to Phase 4

Are you are making more 
than $20K per month 

consistently?

NO

YES Refer to Level 3 Refer to Phase 5
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There are three levels of business.  

Level 1:

Status:  You have not had 10 clients successfully complete your program.  
You are in Phase 1 of Event Leverage™

Goal:  Get 10 full-paying clients, document your proof of concept, and 
gather testimonials.  Rinse and Repeat, keep getting crazy awesome results 
for your clients and build toward $5K per month consistently to move to 
Level 2.

Levels

Level 2:
Status:  You are making less than $10K per month.  You know how to make 
offers and gain clients.  You are getting your clients amazing results.  You 
are seeing a steady or growing income, but have less than 4 consistent 
months of $10K per month.
You are in Phase 2 or Phase 3 of Event Leverage™

Goal: Continue to grow your list and gain more clients. Look at getting and 
creating your own "stages" such as Hosting your own Facebook Lives, 
Clubhouse rooms, and being guests on Webinars, Podcasts and Summits. 
Move to Level 3 when you are making at least $10K per month for more 
than 4 consistent months.

Level 3:

Status:  You are growing and are making more than $10K per month 
consistently for more than 4 months.  
You are in Phase 4 or Phase 5 of Event Leverage™

Goal:  Scale and leverage to increase monthly income in a one to many 
format. Now is the time to look at an Enrollment event and/or Retreat. You 
are building a team that is supporting you and your clients. 
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You are working toward having 10 clients successfully 
complete your program.

Primary Goal:  Get More Clients and Get them Crazy, Awesome Results 

Primary Focus:  Do more market research to validate your offer, or modify 
your offer based on what you are learning.  Make more offers.

To Move to Phase 2 of Event Leverage™ (Visibility): 8-10 Full Rate Paying 
Clients with Crazy, Awesome Results.  This gives you proof of concept, and 
testimonials to leverage in the next level. 

Recommendation:  “Get More Clients Now!” Program

 - Eleanor Roosevelt

Phases
There are Five Phases of Event Leverage™

of Event Leverage™

Phase 1: Validate
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Phase 2: Visibility

 You are making less than $5K per month

Primary Goal:  Make more than $5K per month for 4 months consistently

Primary Focus:  Increase your visibility, by speaking.  

- Use free platforms (Facebook Live, Clubhouse rooms, Instagram, etc)
- Be a guest on other people stages (webinar, podcast, summits, etc),
- Sponsors events (be a speaker sponsor at enrollment events to an 

audience that is your ideal niche/avatar).

To Move to Phase 3 of Event Leverage™ (Grow): Get more leads, book 
more strategy calls, have more conversations, make more offers until you 
reach $5k per month consistently.

Recommendation:  “How do I get on Stages? Lessons from a Certified 
Event Producer” Program

“Be a Powerful Sponsor” Program 

Phases
of Event Leverage™
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Phase 3: Grow

 You are making $5K per month consistently

Primary Goal:  Scale and leverage to increase monthly income in a one to 
many format

Primary Focus:  Continue to grow your list and increase your visibility by 
creating your own stages, such as hosting a masterclass, webinar or summits.  
Continue to obtaining larger speaker sponsorships.
  
To Move to Phase 4 of Event Leverage™ (Scale): Get more leads, book 
more strategy calls, have more conversations, make more offers until you 
reach $10k per month consistently.

Recommendation:  Shay Wheat’s Powerful Event Planning Process 
or “Be a Powerful Sponsor” Program 

Phases
of Event Leverage™
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Phase 4: Scale 

 You are making at least $10K per month consistently

Primary Goal:   Scale your Business & Systems to $20K per month and 
beyond.

Primary Focus:  Now is time to look at  your sales conversations from a 1-on-1 
model to a 1-to-many model with a one-day enrollment event, retreat or 
workshop. Have or start growing a team that is supporting you and supporting 
your clients so you can focus on generating more leads and filling your event 
and programs.

Recommendation:  Join the Profitable Event Planning Intensive to 
jumpstart your one-day enrollment event, retreat or workshop with our 
Certified Event Production™ team.  

Phases
of Event Leverage™
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Phase 5: Leverage

 You are making at least $20K per month consistently or more

Primary Goal:   For you to stay in your zone of genius and continue to grow 
your client base.  Accomplish this by delegating to your team and use 
established systems to leverage your time.  

Primary Focus:  Now is time to look at leveraging your time by creating 
three-day sales and enrollment events, to create a community of raving fans, 
and offering your high-ticket program in a one to many model.

Recommendation: Leverage our expertise to create your Powerful and 
Profitable event.  Schedule a call at EventsArePowerful.com 

Phases
of Event Leverage™
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About 

Shay Wheat is a Certified Event Producer™ & Creator of popular 
programs such as “The Powerful Event Process” and “The Ultimate 
Event Planner Certification Program”, and CEO of Grace & Ease 
Productions, Inc.

Grace & Ease Productions, Inc supports our clients in creating 
Powerful and Profitable events. Producing In-Person and 
Live-Virtual events from 200 to 4,000+ attendees, and 
collaborating with many well-known celebrities such as Dr. Oz, 
Lisa Nichols,  Dr. Claire Zammit, Bill Baren, Alison J. Prince, Josh 
Turner, and many others. We assist Speak-to-Sell clients to be 
extremely profitable with their events: just recently one client 
generated over $2.1 Million dollars in one Virtual Live 3-day 
event.

Our clients have made over $24 Million in revenue, gaining over 
3,500 NEW clients and changing the lives of over 16,000+ 
attendees.

Our team handles all the planning, speaker & sponsor support as 
well as the production of Virtual Live and In-person events to 
create experiential, revenue-generating, and exciting events for 
attendees.
 
Jump into Live Events with Shay on Social Media:

On Clubhouse 
@ShayWheat

Or Email Us at Support@ShayWheat.com or 
Book a call at EventsArePowerful.com
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